
Material For Today

Last Time we covered:

Bids (bi )
Fair Share
Compensation (xi )
Knaster’s Procedure

Today we will cover:

More Practice with Knaster’s Method
Random Compensation
Winning Bid Theorem
Perception Charts
x/b fractions



Compensation Method: Knaster’s Procedure

Definition (Compensation Method: Knaster’s Procedure)

1(a) All N people secretly bid on a resource.

1(b) The highest bidder receives the resource but pays w for the
item.

1(c) Everyone (including the highest bidder) receives their fair
share. In symbols, everyone gets bi

N at the end of stage 1.

Leftover money is called the surplus. This is the excess paid to the
3rd-party mediator and will generally be negative.

2 Everyone (including the winner) receives an equal portion of
the surplus. This amount paid back to each person is positive.
Everyone gets extra money in addition to what was received
above in Step 1.
Compensation=Fair Share + Surplus Portion

Knaster’s method is also called The Method of Sealed Bids.



Arrested Development 2

Example (Arrested Development 2)

Lindsay and Tobias decide to divorce (again!).

Lindsay Tobias
Diamond Skin Cream $200 $260

Poofy Blouse/Shirt $100 $80

They decide to use Knaster’s Procedure.

Lindsay Tobias

Fair Share
Value of

Item(s) Received Surplus ↓
Pays/Gets

Compensation



Miley and Liam 2

Example (Miley and Liam 2)

Miley and Liam have broken up and must divide some items they
bought together. All amounts are thousands of dollars:

Miley Liam
Engagement Ring $400 $250

Warehouse of Teddy Bear Costumes $100 $60

Basic Human Dignity $30 $200

They decide to use Knaster’s Procedure.

Miley Liam

Fair Share
Value of

Item(s) Received Surplus ↓
Pays/Gets

Compensation



Practice: Knaster’s Procedure

Example (Practice: Knaster’s Procedure)

Three siblings inherit a car and a house from their parents. The
siblings HATE each other and require mediation to determine who
receives the items. They each make the following bids (in
thousands of dollars):

Sibling 1 Sibling 2 Sibling 3
House 300 600 450

Car 12 9 15

They decide to use Knaster’s Procedure.

Sibling 1 Sibling 2 Sibling 3

Fair Share
Value of

Item(s) Received

Pays/Gets

Compensation



Compensation Method: Random

Definition (Compensation Method: Random)

1. Each person places a bid on the disputed resource(s).

2. Some form of a mediator distributes the resources (and
possibly money) amongst the people in a random way that
need not be based upon the bids. This mediator could be an
actual person, perhaps court-appointed, or some other
random influence.

Example (Compensation Method: Random)

Two brothers, Sam and John, go to court to decide who will
inherit their parents’ car. Sam bids $12 thousand for the car while
John bids $16 thousand for the car. In deciding who will get the
car, the judge takes into consideration John’s past issues with
alcoholism and driving while drunk. The judge decides to award
the car to Sam, even though he made a smaller bid.



Accounting Scheme for a Random Procedure

Here is an Accounting for a Random Procedure:

Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 . . .

Value of
Item(s) Received Info you fill in

+ Amount of
Cash Received Info you fill in

− Amount of
Cash Paid Info you fill in

Compensation=

An easy built-in check is this:

The TOTAL cash received MUST equal the TOTAL cash paid.

There is another built-in check related to compensation and the
winning bid(s).



Caesar and Cleopatra 2

Example (Caesar and Cleopatra 2)

Pompey agrees to mediate in the dispute between Caesar and
Cleopatra . Recall that Caesar thinks the The Port of Alexandria is
worth 200 thousand denarii while Cleopatra believes it is worth
only 160 thousand denarii.

Suppose Pompey awards to port to Cleopatra but requires her
to pay Caesar 100 thousand denarii.
What is xCleo for this compensation arrangement?

Suppose Pompey awards to port to Caesar but negotiates a
deal to pay Cleopatra 30 thousand denarii.
What is xCaesar for this compensation arrangement?



Related Idea: Winning Bid Theorem

There is a connection between some of the pieces we have defined.

Theorem (Related Idea: Winning Bid Theorem)

In any compensation scenario, the amount of the winning bid must
equal the sum of the compensations.

Using our established notation, in a scenario with N people we have

w = x1 + x2 + x3 + . . . + xN .

In particular, if we assume w = b1 (So Person 1 is the winning
bidder) then

x1 = w − x2 − x3 − . . .− xN .

In words, the winning bidder pays everyone else with their winning
bid for the right to keep a particular resource. The winning
bidder’s compensation is the value of the resource minus all other
compensations to be paid.



Caesar and Cleopatra 3

Example (Caesar and Cleopatra 3)

Pompey agrees to mediate in the dispute between Caesar and
Cleopatra . Recall that Caesar thinks the The Port of Alexandria is
worth 200 thousand denarii while Cleopatra believes it is worth
only 160 thousand denarii.

Pompey awards to The Port of Alexandria to Cleopatra but
requires her to pay Caesar 120 thousand denarii .

What is xCleo for this compensation arrangement?

Caesar and Cleopatra start arguing over the The Palace of
Alexandria . Caesar thinks the The Palace of Alexandria is
worth 40 thousand denarii while Cleopatra believes it is worth
160 thousand denarii. Pompey intervenes, awards the The
Palace of Alexandria to Caesar but asks him to give Cleopatra
10 thousand denarii. What is the TOTAL compensation for
Caesar and Cleopatra ?



Mean Girls 3

Example (Mean Girls 3)

Three soon-to-be-former friends decide to never see one another
again. Unfortunately they share a prized possession: The Burn
Book . The chart below represents what they each would bid on
this item:

Regina Gretchen Karen
The Burn Book $300 $210 $240

A mediator awards the The Burn Book to Karen who must pay
Regina $100 and Gretchen $60.

What is xRegina for this arrangement?

What is xGretchen for this arrangement?

What is xKaren for this arrangement?



Related Idea: Perception Chart

Definition (Related Idea: Perception Chart)

A person can determine how they view the everyone’s
compensation. CASH IS ALWAYS VIEWED AT FACE VALUE!

For Person k who receives a resource, Person i views them getting
the value of the object in their eyes bi , minus the value that
Person k had to pay to receive the resource. The Perception
Chart is made by finding all possible values.

Example (Perception Chart)

Person 1 2 3 (Resource Winner)

Bids b1=0 b2=10 b3=30

Compensation x1 = 5 x2 = 15 x3 = 30− 15− 5 = 10

View of Compensation 1 2 3
1 views 5 15 -20

2 views 5 15 -10

3 views 5 15 10



Miley and Liam 3

Example (Miley and Liam 3)

Recall that Miley and Liam have broken up and the chart below
represents what they each would bid on shared items (all in
thousands of dollars):

Miley Liam
Engagement Ring $400 $250

Warehouse of Teddy Bear Costumes $100 $60

Basic Human Dignity $30 $200

They decide to use Knaster’s Procedure to divide the goods.

Do Miley and Liam each get their fair share?

Make the Perception Chart for this arrangement:

View of Compensation Miley Liam
Miley views

Liam views

Would Miley or Liam want to switch deals?



Mean Girls 4

Example (Mean Girls 4)

Three soon-to-be-former friends decide to never see one another
again. Unfortunately they share a prized possession: The Burn
Book. The chart below represents what they each would bid on
this item:

Regina Gretchen Karen
The Burn Book $300 $210 $240

A mediator awards the The Burn Book to Karen who must pay
Regina $100 andGretchen $60.

Make the Perception Chart for this arrangement.

View of Compensation Regina Gretchen Karen
Regina views

Gretchen views

Karen views



Arrested Development 3

Example (Arrested Development 3)

Lindsay and Tobias decide to divorce (again!). Since they don’t
own much there aren’t a lot of shared assets to fight over.
However, there are two items that both people want; Diamond
Skin Cream and a Poofy Blouse/Shirt. Here are their bids:

Lindsay Tobias
Diamond Skin Cream $200 $260

Poofy Blouse/Shirt $100 $80

A mediator decides that Tobias should get both items and pay
Lindsay $120.

Make the Perception Chart for this arrangement.

View of Compensation Lindsay Tobias
Lindsay views

Tobias views



Arrested Development 4

Example (Arrested Development 4)

Lindsay and Tobias decide to divorce (again!). Since they don’t
own much there aren’t a lot of shared assets to fight over.
However, there are two items that both people want; Diamond
Skin Cream and a Poofy Blouse/Shirt. Here are their bids:

Lindsay Tobias
Diamond Skin Cream $200 $260

Poofy Blouse/Shirt $100 $80

The mediator changes his mind and decides that Lindsay should
get the Poofy Blouse/Shirt and Tobias should get the Diamond
Skin Cream but pay Lindsay $40.

Make the Perception Chart for this arrangement.

View of Compensation Lindsay Tobias
Lindsay views

Tobias views



Related Idea: The x/b Fractions

Definition (Related Idea: The x/b Fractions)

In a compensation scenario, Person k places the bid bk .
Depending on the method used, Person k will also receive some
value of compensation xk . The fraction xk/bk gives a decimal that
represents the overall value a person receives compared with the
value they bid. The higher the x/b fraction is for a person, the
better they will feel about the deal they receive.

Example (The x/b Fractions)

Sam bids $12 thousand for the car while John bids $16 thousand
for the car. A judge awards the car to Sam, but orders that Sam
must pay John $4 thousand dollars.

John bid bJohn = 16 and he receives xJohn = 4 in
compensation. So John’s x/b fraction is 4

16 = .25.

Sam bid bSam = 12 and he receives xSam = 12− 4 = 8 in
compensation. So Sam’s x/b fraction is 8

12 = .75.



Mean Girls 5

Example (Mean Girls 5)

Three soon-to-be-former friends decide to never see one another
again. Unfortunately they share a prized possession: The Burn
Book . The chart below represents what they each would bid on
this item:

Regina Gretchen Karen
The Burn Book $300 $210 $240

A mediator awards the The Burn Book to Karen who must pay
Regina $100 and Gretchen $60.

What is the x/b fraction for Regina ?

What is the x/b fraction for Gretchen ?

What is the x/b fraction for Karen ?



Arrested Development 5

Example (Arrested Development 5)

Lindsay and Tobias decide to divorce (again!). Since they don’t
own much there aren’t a lot of shared assets to fight over.
However, there are two items that both people want; Diamond
Skin Cream and a Poofy Blouse/Shirt. Here are their bids:

Lindsay Tobias
Diamond Skin Cream $200 $260

Poofy Blouse/Shirt $100 $80

A mediator decides that Tobias should get both items and pay
Lindsay $120.

What is the x/b fraction for Lindsay ?

What is the x/b fraction for Tobias ?

Who got the “better” deal?


